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Kyle M. Gooding 

Class of 2010 
 
Kyle Gooding, in his own words, is “your 
typical quirky engineer.”  
 
He is currently an Engineering Analyst and 
Team Lead at Wright Patterson Air Force 
Base (WPAFB).  Previous work experience 
includes testing hardware for Passport 20 
Combustor Diffuser Nozzle PEC, as well as 
Systems Design and Integration at GE 
Aviation.  He also worked for the Aeronautical Systems Center at WPAFB. 
 
His work history has included a wide range of different roles: WPAFB 
summer hire executive assistant (secretary) in a human resources office 
(considerable human interactions for an engineer, some database work), 
GE Aviation co-op tooling engineer (ended up doing some 3D modeling but 
mostly database work…hours and hours of coding), GE Aviation co-op 
GE90/GP7200 systems engineer (project manager leading multi-national 
team of engineers, and learning how engines are assembled), GE Aviation 
co-op energy systems design and integration (worked with engine 
simulation codes to investigate different engine power configuration…many 
more hours of coding with some data manipulation), GE Aviation co-op 
Combustor Diffuser Nozzle design engineer (checked drawings and helped 
oversee a test of a Passport 20 engine combustor concept), and currently a 
civilian engineering analyst/team lead at WPAFB (back to where he started 
but in an engineering role). 
 
Kyle received his Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from the 
University of Cincinnati in 2015. While at UC he was a leader in H2O (a 
campus church), and enjoyed volunteering in the area and playing pickup 
basketball in the Rec Center. 
 
Kyle currently lives in the Cincinnati area.  His day-to-day goals include 
loving God and loving people.  He has been married for five years to an 
amazing woman who's currently finishing Civil Engineering Grad School.  
Currently, they are proud parents of two peculiar cats...but more seriously, 
expectant parents of a daughter. 
 
His favorite Carroll memories are failing miserably in the first few seconds 
of the Wright State Trebuchet tournament and extra-long track practices 
for high jump with Coach Ross. 
 
Carroll High School Activities: Basketball, National Honor Society, Ohio 
Math League, Science Fair Participant, Spanish Honor Society, Track, 
Trebuchet 


